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The notion of "ecological services of aquatic ecosystems" is a complex one, in which it is worth defining each term

precisely so that the object of assessment can be identified clearly.

We will start by looking at the notion of ecosystem – with regard to how far it is capable of encompassing, within the

same "system", all of the human and non-human stakeholders that will be involved in developing ecological services.

We will then examine whether it is relevant to consider aquatic environments – extended to include the notion of

"wetlands" even – as objects whose services we will want to assess: because of the myriad interactions between

these environments and "terrestrial" environments – and the key role of these interactions in forming services –

should we consider a much larger spatial unit, comprising a patchwork of terrestrial and aquatic environments, a

"landscape" in the ecological sense of the word?

Lastly, we will turn our attentions to what exactly we should understand by "ecological services". While we can agree

on qualifying a set of goods and services provided by nature and from which humans benefit in this way, we shall

see that this set can vary in size. In particular, depending on the definitions and scientific disciplines, it may or may

not comprehend remunerated services on a market, imply the actual functioning of the ecosystem or take account

of our contribution to the production of these services.

What object for analysis?

The vast majority of studies on the ecological services of aquatic environments qualify the object providing such

services – a lake, peat bog, inland pond – as an "ecosystem", without questioning the pertinence of resorting to this

concept (Figure 31). As a result, the notions of "ecological services" and "ecosystem services" are often considered

to mean one and the same thing. Neither do these studies challenge the limits of their subject – which are deemed

to be defined clearly enough by the environment under study. We will begin by looking more closely at these two points.



The notion of "aquatic" ecosystem embraces highly diverse environments. What's more, if we are to apply
the concept of ecosystem to such environments, we must question the functional limits of these "systems".

Figure
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Ecosystem or hydrosystem?

� The conventional "two-tier" diagram
In a conventional diagram (Figure 32), an ecosystem is depicted as a system made up of several interacting

parts, which in turn can be split into two main sub-assemblies: the abiotic parts (the physical environment

and its physico-chemical characteristics), and the biotic parts (all of the living organisms, microorganisms,

plants and animals). The interactions between these constituent parts are multiple, but generally entail

exchanges of matter, energy and – lastly and more rarely identified – exchanges of information. The

latter exchanges naturally have a physical vehicle (odour molecules, sound or electromagnetic waves), but

these material contents are not enough to grasp what their role is – when it may be decisive in ecosystem

dynamics. Hence the point of specifically identifying these information exchanges.

Such a system is not closed: beyond the solar energy flow that fuels its dynamics, it exchanges material,

energy and information flows with other ecosystems – and this is particularly true for aquatic ecosystems

(with the exception of deep sea ecosystems, which are sustained by diverse sources of chemical energy).

However, the notion of ecosystem implies the existence of a barrier – a physical and functional limit to the

system – defined by the fact that the exchanges within the system predominantly occur between it and the

outside.

The subject of ecological services calls us particularly to think about the exchanges of this ecosystem
with human societies, their practices and organisations. This social component is typically portrayed as a

distinct "sociosystem" that will interact with the ecosystem: it receives a certain number of "products" from

the ecosystem – called ecological services and goods – and gives a certain number of its own "products"

in return, which are likely to modify the ecosystem. This brings us to the question of positive or negative

environmental impacts.

Figure 32

"Conventional" diagram of an ecosystem and its relation with the sociosystem.
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There are many reasons justifying this conventional, two-tier diagram:

� the delimitations of ecosystems and sociosystems do not generally overlap, as they are subject

to different criteria. In the first case, we will consider the (relative) uniformity of habitats and, in the

second, the "territorial" units of management (district, region, etc.) – even if these units often use ecosystems

for delimitation, particularly rivers;

� the sociosystems likely to influence a given ecosystem are manifold and sometimes a great distance

away. The examples of acid rain, unintentional or deliberate introduction of species and global warming

show that the decisions and behaviours of distant sociosystems may nevertheless have a considerable

effect on a local ecosystem – even one that is "protected". On the other hand, a particular sociosystem

(e.g. a large urban area) may wield extensive influence over numerous distinct ecosystems via the

multiple population flows it generates – whether these be incoming, outgoing, daily or more sporadic;

� the processes regulating the way a sociosystem functions and evolves – such as the type of goods and

services exchanged within it – differ markedly from those of an ecosystem. Think of the fierce debates

sparked over sociobiology and its claim to explain the dynamics of human and insect societies by similar

laws and processes.

The merits of an integrated diagram

We can nevertheless make several arguments in favour of an alternative, comprehensive
diagram – particularly for aquatic ecosystems – one which integrates all of the biotic, abiotic and
socioeconomic parts as well as all of their interactions within a single "hydrosystem". This

alternative depiction is shown in Figure 33 (O'Neill, 2001, also provides an in-depth critical analysis of the

conventional model of an ecosystem).

Figure 33

Integrated diagram of an "hydrosystem" and its abiotic, biotic and socioeconomic parts.



Albi bridge and sill and wetland in the Camargue.
Most of France's aquatic environments are
fashioned by human activity and development
which determine their structure and ecological
functioning.

Figure
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To start with, it is worth pointing out that both the abiotic and biotic compartments of ecosystems have

been transformed by past and present human activity – especially in developed countries where human

settlement dates back millennia, such as France: a long river like the Seine has been considerably

"anthropised" lengthwise, widthwise, in its flow rates and with regard to its water's physico-chemical

composition – not to mention the makeup of its fish population, since many species have been introduced.

By their physical nature and their function, a sill, rocky bank or bridge piers belong to the abiotic component

and can act in a similar way to "natural" entities, even though they are also expressions of the sociosystem.

There are countless examples of these "hybrid objects" – one of which are the pollard oaks in areas of

bocage, whose peculiar shapes have arisen from the fact that the trunks belong to the owners and the

branches the farmers – or of aquatic ecosystems held to be an exceptional natural heritage, and yet they

have been entirely fashioned by human activity: for instance the Camargue where the Dombes lakes are

highly symbolic in this context (Figure 34).

As a result, there doesn't seem much point in trying to pinpoint the "natural ecosystem" that interacts
with the sociosystem within this overall area. The same goes for the terrestrial ecosystems with which the

river interacts: primarily wooded before the clearing sweeps of the Middle Ages, the drainage basin is now

massively given over to annual crops of species that have by and large been introduced (wheat, corn,

potato); by contrast, meadows – other ecosystems created by humans (in temperate climates, natural

meadows are essentially limited to mountainous areas, above the forest floor) – are swiftly declining – from

our doing.

We could, of course, consider that, even if the structures of ecosystems have been profoundly altered by

human activity, it is still possible to draw a distinction between the processes occurring within them:

a chemical reaction, transport of suspended matter, prey-predator or host-parasite relation are specific to

the eco-system, while a market exchange or the drafting of a regulation are inherent to the sociosystem.

In reality, this distinction is not as clear, however; because although the physico-chemical or biological

processes are naturally different and independent from social processes – rain cannot be decreed for example

– their intensity will often depend on their interaction with the sociosystem: the scale of parasitism in fish may

depend on repopulation or the introduction of species, just as the scale of solid transport will depend both

on agricultural practices in the drainage basin and the diverse regulations affecting river flow and speed.

The argument that the spatial limits of ecosystems and sociosystems do not overlap – often put forward

to justify a dual model – also merits discussion. For it can be observed that this phenomenon also exists
within the ecosystem itself, between abiotic and biotic compartments, and even within these compartments.

34
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Accordingly, since the last glacial period, some geological and geomorphological formations associated

with river activity (terraces, alluvial groundwater, old meanders, etc.) are now colonised by terrestrial

biocoenoses (ecological communities); vice versa, aquatic environments and their populations can – at

varying intervals – extend to temporarily encompass terrestrial ecosystems, including even sociosystems

such as cities and their inhabitants. This movement is, in fact, often necessary for the conservation of

certain constituents of the aquatic ecosystem – such as the reproduction of pike in floodplains (Figure 35)

– or terrestrial ecosystem, such as the regeneration of herbaceous plants after rising water levels have

washed away the woody parts.

We can also point out the fact that – while plant populations are indeed linked to an ecosystem – the

"attribution" of an animal, insect, fish, bird or mammal species to an ecosystem often only corresponds to

a more or less temporary occupation of this ecosystem: the vital areas are specific to each species and can

include distinct, and sometimes distant, ecosystems (for example migratory birds and fish, Figure 36).

Incidentally, even the definition of an "aquatic ecosystem" often comes from the sociosystem and debates

held within. Take the complex ongoing discussions on how to define the notion of "wetland" for instance –

depending on whether you take pedological or floristic criteria into account for example1. This definition of

Potential spawning ground for pike near Hazebrouck (North France). Temporary flood-
plains play a key role in the reproduction of many aquatic species.

Figure 35
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Salmon swimming up the Alagnon river (Massif Central). Species of all kinds spend time
in several ecosystems during their biological cycle – at times travelling great distances bet-
ween them.

Figure 36
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wetlands, pursuant to the Water Law, stems from articles L. 211-1 and R. 211-08 of the French Environment

Code. Following the various discussions, these have since been extended by French Order of 24 June

2008, amended, and, finally, clarified by a circular dated 18 January 2010.

To conclude, without disputing the fact that the type of flows between or within the compartments is

different in ecosystems and sociosystems, we might posit, first, that these are always exchanges of matter,

energy or information and, second, that the entities exchanged between humans are often constituted from

the resources of ecosystems (including coins!), and often find their way back there eventually in some form

or another.

This is why, for analysing a specific given situation, we suggest using the integrated diagram of a
hydrosystem with all of its parts and processes that we have presented (Figure 33). In addition to

seeming truer to real life, this diagram is not without concrete consequences. It particularly requires a more

accurate identification and characterisation of the often complex nature of all these parts and processes.

This is because, according to this diagram, human activity should be viewed not just as a user of ecological

services but also as a contributor to their production, and both these dimensions need to be looked at

specifically. On the one hand they involve different timescales: the production dimension needs to be

addressed from a medium- to long-term perspective – today we are preparing the ecological services of

tomorrow – while ecological service use lies within a relatively short-term context; on the other, the

stakeholders – those who produce and consume or will consume – of such services are also different, which

brings up the problem of redistribution, whether this occur between stakeholders in the same territory or

between different territories. We'll come back to this later.

Which spatial unit is relevant?

� The specifications
Admitting this necessity to take full account of the various biotic, abiotic and socioeconomic parts of the

hydrosystem, two additional aspects need considering for a concrete definition of the spatial unit that will

be analysed.

First of all, the physical delimitation of aquatic ecosystems (especially wetlands) poses methodological
and conceptual problems for several reasons:

� aquatic environments are subject to major variations in their principal resource (water) and, in some cases,

to a spatial connectivity that is difficult to assess (e.g. transitional systems between the water table and river,

interface systems between freshwater and saltwater environments, or river systems with variable flooding rates);

� particularly when disturbed, aquatic ecosystems and wetlands are in fact a juxtaposition of varied habitats that

are more or less interconnected. They are therefore more like a patchwork (or "landscape" in the ecological

sense of the term), whose overall functioning is rarely considered – the scale of a given species or population

being the sole interest;

1http://zones-humides.parcs-naturels-regionaux.fr/zones_humides/chapitres/definitions/

� ecosystem transitions (ecotones, forest edges) are central to regulation processes. Relatively limited spaces,

such as the intertidal zone or the vegetation along rivers, can be behind most of the changes in sediment,

hydraulic and biogeochemical flows (Figure 37). The decision to include or exclude these from the assessment

scope may therefore have a considerable bearing on the assessment of services;

� more globally, it is clear that surface or groundwater aquatic ecosystems and wetlands are not functionally (or

physically for that matter) isolated from their terrestrial context, and that water plays a crucial role in the way all

ecosystems function. To give just one example, soil owes much of its agronomic and ecological properties to the

varying presence of water between and within its constituent mineral and organic particles (hence the

aforementioned difficulty in defining "wetlands").



Riparian vegetation along a river in Alsace. The transitional zones between terrestrial and aquatic en-
vironments play a key role in the production of many ecological services.

Figure
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The second aspect – which we have already highlighted – is the fact that the limits of the hydrosystem's biotic,

abiotic and socioeconomic parts are usually distinct. This is why we will not employ the term that is sometimes

suggested – "socioecosystem" – here, as it implies common boundaries for these parts. Both the status and
dynamics of a local entity should therefore be deemed to stem from the functioning of sub-systems
with broader dimensions – as illustrated in Figure 38.

It is for these various reasons that the question of the spatial unit whose services we are going to identify and

assess is worth discussing, particularly with a view to examining how the ecological and socioeconomic criteria

can be combined in its definition.

37
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The provision of ecological services at one point of the hydrosystem results from interactions between
parts with broader, non-overlapping spatial extensions.

Figure 38
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� Approach proposal

The first thing we need to do is specify the objective of assessing the services of a given spatial unit.We will
tackle this from the perspective of a link to action, i.e. of a comprehensive project aimed at mobilising the
findings of this assessment to define, assess or amend local management policies where necessary (and not

just of producing an academic publication).

This also means that we will work within a local framework rather than for the purposes of national compatibility. To be able

to assemble the results, we will therefore have to define a territorial network of separate, delimited units according to

common principles.

We propose an approach in six stages, summarised in Figure 39.

� Listing the services.

� Defining the framework for the functional set.

� Analysing governance.

� Examining external factors.

� Analysing the "externalities".

� Performing an economic analysis

Listing the services. The first stage will involve defining the ecological services and goods we want to assess and,

possibly, manage as a result. We will provide a possible list of these various services further on, but can choose not to

perform an exhaustive assessment of all the services, focusing instead on just a few. In this case the criteria on which

this choice will be based need describing – these may be technical (whether or not the necessary data is available) or

political (link to a specific project we wish to assess).

Defining the framework for the functional set. The second stage will involve defining an overall geographical area

presenting a certain level of functional coherence and that may play a part in providing these services. This may be

a given ecosystem or "landscape" in the ecological sense of the term, i.e. a patchwork of ecosystems between which

notable exchanges of matter, energy and information take place. The term "ecocomplex" proposed by Blandin and Lamotte

(1985) – employed less frequently than "landscape" to describe this patchwork – would nevertheless be preferable in our

view, for it is less polysemic and clearly highlights the functional dimension of this patchwork. This area may therefore be

an aquatic environment primarily (a large lake or a river and its banks) or incorporate terrestrial ecosystems interacting

with it (a drainage basin). The key criterion to consider is to examine whether the ecological services we want to assess

are really produced by the aquatic ecosystem alone (such as a fish population), or depend on significant interactions

with other ecosystems (such as water of a given physico-chemical quality) – which is often the case for these ecosystems.

Analysing governance. We will then examine whether this area is likely to be managed overall by an existing

sociopolitical body, at least as far as the services in question are concerned. This may be a district, unitary authority, Water

Management and Development Plan (SAGE) territory, regional natural park (PNR) or an NGO (conservatory of natural

areas, reserve managers) for example. It may be devoted specifically to this area, or have a broader geographical

jurisdiction. If such an authority already exists, we can go straight to stage 4.

However, if several non-coordinated bodies oversee this territory with partial remits, or in the event of "implicit"

management by a number of independent stakeholders with no particular remit as regards these ecological services (which

is the case for carbon fixation by agricultural soil), there are two options:

- go back to stage 2 to change the scope of the system to be analysed;

- continue the analysis, with the "political" objective of making these different stakeholders aware of how important these

services are, thereby helping to bring about a more concerted form of management – or even institutions to oversee

this coordination of stakeholders. Indeed, this could be an opportunity to take a longer-term stance and argue in favour of

such institutions being set up – along the same lines as the creation of basin agencies, national parks or PNRs.

Examining external factors. The fourth stage will involve analysing the "degree of determination" of the

overall geographical area and the services considered by its local components (ecological and socioeconomic) in

1
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Summary

The approach we have just described will, of course, need adapting to local situations. For example, we can swap

round stages 2 and 3 to begin by the latter. The main idea is not necessarily to draw the limit at aquatic environments

as is the case in numerous studies (which does, however, make it possible to produce high valuations per

hectare or km of banks!). In other words, although the notion of aquatic environments (or ecosystems) can form

the initial basis for thoughts on how to analyse their associated ecological services, we have sought to emphasise

the importance of carefully defining the object for analysis before embarking on the economic analysis.

The second point that we will highlight is the need to take a project-based approach for this assessment – involving

the various stakeholders at each stage to make sure they properly assimilate and put into practice the findings of

the economic analysis. For more information on this point, refer to the seminar summary of the Seine-Normandy

basin Scientific Board on using economic analysis for defining water policy.2

2- http://www.eau-seine-normandie.fr/fileadmin/mediatheque/Expert/Conseil_Scientifique/CS_2010/ProjetSynthese_
SemEconomieVersionDef190210.pdf

Figure 39

Approach put forward for
defining an appropriate spatial
unit for analysing ecological
services.

relation to the exogenous determining factors from the three aforementioned main sub-systems. This is because an

entity whose dynamics seem to depend primarily on exogenous factors does not appear to be an appropriate object

for our assessment: yes, we could assess its ecological services but without being able to act on them or manage them

over the long-term. This means that if this stage does not produce satisfactory results (no capacity for overall

management or low internal capacity for determination), we need to go back to stage 2 to change the size or

parameters of the geographical area.

Analysing the "externalities". Once the right geographical area has been defined, we will then reverse our

focus to examine its "degree of influence" on other neighbouring – or possibly remote – areas. Through this principle

of analysing and taking account of "ecological solidarity", we will be able to examine the positive and negative

externalities of this overall area. We can then see, for example, if the services produced locally perhaps benefit others

(like the production of quality water), or – to the contrary – if a local improvement of a service, even one that is

apparently sustainable, does not jeopardise others (such as the development of recreational fishing).

Performing an economic analysis. Finally we can perform an economic analysis of the ecological services

concerned. If only a small number of services are going to be analysed, we need to identify their relations with other

services – at least in quality terms and with the same aims in mind as before. This is so as to avoid any negative

effects from the improvement of a single service (e.g. between largely incompatible diverse recreational activities).
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Services, functions, benefits: clarification
of the concepts
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Careful reflection is recommended in defining not just the object for analysis, but also the "products" we want to

assess, particularly so we end up with a clear distinction of the different concepts constituting the notion of

services

Emergence of concepts

Even though the first documented occurrences of thoughts as to the economic value of natural goods and

services date back to the mid sixties, reference is more commonly made to the article by W. Westman (1977)

in the journal Science for the notion of "nature's services" as a list of distinct items that might be assessed

separately to raise awareness about the merits of conserving and sustainably managing ecosystems.

The two other landmark dates are 1997, when Nature published an article by R.Costanza et al. who listed 17

services in their unprecedented estimation – at global level – of the benefits people obtain from ecosystem

functioning; and above all 2005, when the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) first appeared. Beyond the

new economic valuations, this report painted a pessimistic picture of the situation of ecosystem services (15 of

the 24 services studied had deteriorated or were used unsustainably, see Table 6) and put forward a typology

of services that now forms a benchmark. We will come back to this below.

These findings, and especially the sheer size of the figures produced by the economic valuations, have

undoubtedly played a part in educating a great many economic and political stakeholders, as well the general

public, in the importance of this reality. This is particularly true for aquatic environments, for which the often

considerable values have been highlighted for ecosystems that once only really caught the eye of naturalists:

the study by Costanza et al. reports values of over 10,000 USD/ha x year for wetlands or floodplains (compare

this with a mean value of around 600 USD for all terrestrial ecosystems), while the meta-analysis by Brander et

al. (2006) on 200 studies of wetlands worldwide settles on a mean value of 2,800 USD/ha x year.

Moreover, the MA has clearly described what we will call the "promotion paradox", namely that developments

for production purposes (aquaculture in mangroves, drainage of wetlands for livestock) often ultimately lead to

a reduction in the overall value of ecological services.
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List and status of the 24 MA ecosystem servicesTable 6

Sub-category

Crops

Livestock rearing

Fishing

Aquaculture

Wild food

Fuelwood

Cotton, Hemp, Silk

Fuelwood

Freshwater

Worldwide

Regional and local

Service

Provisioning services

Food

Fibre

Water regulation

Erosion regulation

Water purification and waste treatment

Disease regulation

Parasite regulation

Pollination

Natural risk regulation

Cultural services

Spiritual and religious values

Aesthetic values

Recreation and ecotourism

Status

�

�

�

�

�

+/-

+/-

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

+/-

�

�

+/-

�

�

�

�

�

+/-

Notes

Substantial increase in production

Substantial increase in production

Production in decline due to over-exploitation of the resource

Substantial increase in production

Production in decline

Loss of forest in some regions, growth in others

Production of some fibres in decline, growth in others

Production in decline

Losses through extinction and loss of crop genetic resources

Losses through extinction, over-exploitation of resource

Sustainability is not a current consideration in the use of water

for drinking, industries and irrigation; Volume of hydraulic

energy unchanged, although dams are increasing our ability

to exploit this energy

The atmosphere's ability to self-purify has diminished

Net source of carbon sequestration since mid century

Dominance of negative impacts

Varies depending on changes in ecosystems and location

Increase in soil degradation

Water quality in decline

Varies depending on changes in ecosystems

Natural control has deteriorated due to pesticide use

Apparent decline in global level of pollinators

Loss of natural buffer zones (wetlands, mangroves)

Swift decline in sacred types of wood and species

Decline in quantity and quality of natural environments

More areas accessible but many have degraded

Genetic resources

Biochemical products, Natural medicines,

Pharmaceutical products

Water

Regulating services

Air quality regulation

Climate regulation



Ecosystem service values by continent (as per Brander et al., 2006).

Figure 40

Ecosystem service values per type of service (as per Brander et al., 2006).

Figure 41
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Analysis of variation sources

While they provide high mean values, these studies are nevertheless characterised by a very wide dispersion

of the values obtained: accordingly, the summary by Brander et al. (op. cit.) particularly throws up a high

asymmetry in the distribution of these values (many low values and only a few very high ones) – which ultimately

produces a high deviation between the mean (2,800 USD/ha x year) and median (a mere 150 USD/ha x year).

It is this dispersion that needs analysing and, if possible, reducing. Figures 40, 41 and 42 illustrate these

different variation sources.

The first thing we notice (Figure 40) is that an initial, fairly intuitive, variation source is geographical and

socioeconomic – with countries where living standards are high (Europe, North America) displaying much higher

estimations. Likewise, the density of the population living near the ecosystem has a positive impact on values.

To factor in these aspects, the authors wrote regression equations connecting the service value to the country's

GDP and density of the population within a 50km radius of the wetland. In spite of this, the equations take only

very partial account of the variability observed: the determination coefficients – which measure the "explained"

communalities by the variables considered – are generally less than 10%.

The second variation source stems from the services being studied (Figure 41). This particularly leads to the

conclusion – now typical – that provisioning services have a lower value than regulating services and tourist

services. Note that biodiversity is the service with the highest mean but the lowest median and that, overall, a

considerable variability persists for valuations of the same service.



SDAGE

Large estuaries
Bays and flat medium-sized estuaries

Marshes and coastal lagoons

Developed brackish marshes

River banks
River plains

Shallow wetlands at the entrance to basins

Pond regions
Lake or pond banks

Wet moorland and marshes on plains

Isolated wetlands

Developed marshland for agricultural purposes

Artificial wetlands

1
2
3

4

5
6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

SDAGE

Seagrass bed, reefs
Mud flats

Salt marshes
Rear-dunes

Lagoons

Salt marshes
Fishing basin

Riparian vegetation
Alluvial forests

Floodplains
Reed beds, sedge meadows

Aquatic vegetation

Marshes at altitude

Floodplain forests
Floodplains

Reed beds, sedge meadows
Aquatic vegetation

Wet moorland
Peat meadows

Small lakes
Small ponds
Peat bogs

Continental salt marshes

Rice fields
Amended meadows

Poplar forests

Reservoir-dam
Water quarry
Lagooning

Ecosystem service values per type of ecosystem (according to Brander et al., 2006).

Figure
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The third variation source concerns the type of ecosystem being studied (Figure 42).

The typology used is fairly basic and therefore needs fine-tuning by looking, for example, to the typology drawn

up in 1996 by the French National Museum for Natural History to draft the Water Management and Development

Master Plans (SDAGEs, see Table 7).

(http://sandre.eaufrance.fr/ftp/sandre/francais/document/zhi/ddd/tronc_commun_national_v2004-1.pdf).

It would thus be worth delving further into the analysis of these variation sources, since the diverse variables

analysed by Brander et al. ultimately only explain 45% of the total variance of the studies. But this implies a

thorough re-analysis of the basic publications which would exceed the framework of this report, in which we
want to focus more particularly on the variations that may result from an insufficiently precise definition
of the concepts used – especially the notions of ecological services, benefits and ecosystem functions.

42

Typology of wetlands used in 1996 to draft the SDAGEs (according to Morardet, 2009)Table 7
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The different notions of "services"

� Ecological services and ecosystem services
No distinction is made when talking about “ecological services” and “ecosystem services”. In keeping with

previous analyses, we recommend using the former term over the latter, as it has a broader meaning
by not prejudging the entity that will be analysed. This entity may be an ecosystem in the strict sense of

the word, a patchwork of interdependent aquatic ecosystems (such as a large river) or, as we have seen,

a combination of interacting terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems on a given territory.

� Ecological services and environmental services
Both these terms are also used interchangeably. Accordingly, depending on the author, the acronym PES

can either mean “payment of environmental services” or “payment of ecological services”. A clear distinction

must nevertheless be made between these two notions.

This is because, as we have mentioned above, an ecosystem contains two interacting parts – biotic and

abiotic. The abiotic part alone can provide a set of goods and services from which people benefit. The list below

may appear somewhat anecdotal – or even bizarre – but we have genuinely found most of these examples in

reports and publications. For example:

� energy resources, such as incident solar energy (Figure 43) – of which we only capture the tiniest part in strictly
energy terms, but which above all provides us with a favourable temperature for life and daylight, as well as hydroelectric
and wind power which are derived from it. To illustrate the importance of the solar resource, let's recall that, according
to the French National Institute for Solar Energy (INES), France receives 200 times its energy consumption from the
sun (the value for the whole planet is reported to be about 7,000 times). If we want to calculate the "service" that just
daylight represents, we could proceed as follows: Household electricity consumption in France is around 18 billion
euros a year – with lighting accounting for around 10% of this; for a total built surface area of around 800,000 ha
(overlooking lighting of non-built surface areas), this represents an annual cost of nighttime lighting of more than 2,000
euros/ha x year, which provides a minimum reference for the "service" of daytime lighting provided by the sun –
the duration of which is far longer.largement supérieure.

Solar energy and Archimedes' principle are "environmental services" rather than " ecological services" as they
are dependent on the biological functioning of an ecosystem.

Figure 43
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�mineral resources such as minerals, rocks and – particularly for aquatic environments – river aggregate and

sand or placer mining products, etc.;

� water supply in itself, at least in its annual water balance (Figure 44). On this point, note that the water

balance divides total annual rainfall into three sub-categories: surface run-off (rivers), evapotranspiration (direct

return to the atmosphere) and storage by the soil and sub-soil (the term "water balance" is sometimes used as

a synonym but usually refers to an analysis at plant or crop level, comparing the rainfall of a given area and the

evaporation of this crop so as to judge its possibility or additional needs of irrigation). In temperate countries under

oceanic influence, such as France, it is generally accepted that most rainfall comes from sea evaporation and

that local annual rainfall will therefore be the product of winds and relief – without notable influence on plant

cover. The situation is different in intertropical zones, where rainfall in forest zones mainly stems from local

evaporation. In this case, rain can be viewed as an ecological service (see the report by the French Strategic

Analysis Centre [CAS], p. 320 for more information).

In both cases, plant cover may nevertheless slightly alter the terms of the water balance by adjusting the

evapotranspiration and water storage capacity of the soil – and therefore the amounts of run-off and their

distribution over the year (hydrograph). On this basis drainage basins with forest cover are estimated to provide

lower run-offs by and large – but more regular hydrograms above all (levelling off of high water levels and

support of lowest water levels);

Tropical forest and river in Iceland. While plant cover in tropical countries helps to increase
local rainfall, this isn't the case in temperate countries under oceanic influence, where
vegetation only affects hydrographs.

Figure 44
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The notion of environmental amenities describes elements of well-being with which
nature provides us free of charge, such as contemplation of a landscape.

Figure 45
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� Archimedes' principle, which makes river (Figure 43) or sea transportation possible – possibly after diverse

engineering works in rivers.

It is clear that these services are, for the most part, unconnected to the existence and current good functioning

of the biological compartment of the ecosystem. There are naturally some exceptions however – including coral

and conchitic sand, which is widespread in natural areas of heavy human intervention.

In light of all this, we suggest using the term of ecological services solely to describe those services
significantly involving the whole of the ecosystem and, particularly, the current functioning of the
biological compartment. These services should be considered to belong to a more extensive set of

"environmental services". That said, some of these abiotic resources may result from the past functioning of the

biological compartment (especially the formation of sand and aggregate by rock degradation). This point is worth

highlighting – not least to underline the importance of long timescales – but we would prefer not to consider

them as ecological services for all that, since their possible conservation does not call for biological processes

at present.

Within this vast grouping of services, we could perhaps set "geological services" apart from "energy services",

etc., and there is nothing to prevent an economic valuation of them to show our dependence on the "natural

capital" either.

Without being exhaustive, we can also observe that the MA's distinction between provisioning, regulating

and cultural services applies just as well to both "abiotic" and "ecological" services: and as such, a table with two

columns could be drawn up comparing these two typologies.

� from environmental amenities to environmental services
With respect to our suggestion to view ecological services as a sub-set of environmental services, we will point

out that the economic literature sometimes takes the opposite view. Indeed, well before the notion of ecosystem

services gained widespread acceptance, the term "environmental amenities" had been coined to refer to some

ecosystem products from which we benefit free of charge. This term more or less encompassed the notions

of non-market provisioning (recreational fishing, harvesting) and cultural services of the MA (and, less explicitly,

regulating services). It described elements of well-being with which nature provides us "free of charge", whether

this involve contemplating it (Figure 45), its aesthetic, recreational or educational value. The notion took a

global view of nature – a landscape for example – and consequently did not make a distinction between its

biotic and abiotic aspects as we do. Instead, it focused on the non-market character of these well-being
aspects, hence the question of their economic valuation that we will examine below.
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Although still in common use, the term "amenities" has been phased out in favour of "services" in recent literature,

to reflect the role of humans in their production. The very notion of amenities indeed implied that nature

directly supplied elements of well-being to humankind, while that of services seeks to identify our role in producing

them. Accordingly, in the case of agriculture, an FAO report (2007) emphasises that, in economic terms, these

are "positive externalities" of farming and points out that "the term "environmental services" specifically refers

to a sub-set of ecosystem services characterised by externalities". Barnaud et al. (2011) in particular gives a

detailed analysis of these various takes on our role in service provision.

Economists also expected this notion to act as a sort of bridge between the categories "of use" of environments

that they usually handle and diverse products of the activity of natural environments that they have likened

to "functions". In reality, the typologies of "functions" put forward by the economic literature were only vaguely

related to the ecological "functions" of environments recognised by ecology specialists. Incidentally, this is one

of the strengths of the MA's work – to have shed light on this point – prompting the phasing out of the notion of

amenities (and associated lists of "functions") in favour of that of service.

Figure 46 sums up these two main viewpoints: the one we are taking, based on the constituent parts of the

ecosystem that are concerned – which gives a broad meaning to the notion of environmental services (1+2+3+4)

and a narrower meaning to ecological services (3+4) – and that of environmental economics, rooted in the

market or non-market character of goods and services and applying the term of environmental services solely

to the second category (2+4).

To highlight the difficulties and necessity of clearly defining these concepts, we shall make a final reference to

a recent article (Muradian et al., 2010) which suggests understanding by “ecosystem services” a sub-assembly

of environmental services (in the previously defined economic sense), by employing this notion solely for

"natural" ecosystems. Environmental services, meanwhile, would also encompass actively managed ecosystems.

As we have previously discussed, it does not seem easy to put this distinction into actual practice – especially

in such countries as ours (France).

Distinction between ecological services and environmental services. This distinction can bear on those parts
of the ecosystem involved in their production or on the economic nature of goods and services.

Figure 46



River in French Guiana where placer mining has taken place. To extract gold, the soil is washed in lots of
water which picks up sediments along the way. This water is then poured into rivers and streams where it
significantly muddies their appearance. The species living in streams will then be replaced by more
ubiquitous species, and larger species by smaller species – probably more capable of surviving in disturbed
zones.

Figure 47
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� The opportunity of these distinctions
While it may present the apparent disadvantage – at least for environmentalists – of being more approximate

in estimating ecological services (in the strict sense), the distinction that we propose between ecological and

environmental services serves more than just a theoretical purpose. In practical terms it also appears necessary

for at least two reasons:

� particularly for hydrosystems, policies aimed at making better use of environmental services can turn

out to be detrimental to ecological services. Some well-known examples are the effect of dams, aggregate

extraction, placer mining (Figure 47) and the canalisation of rivers on fish populations. These antinomies may

be overlooked in global assessments of environmental services – which would remain stable, and even

improve.

The reverse is true for policies conceived on how these environmental services are used – for example

aggregate quarry pit developments before and after operation – which can be instrumental in the development

of ecological services, and it is just as important to highlight this contribution;

�models for the optimum economic use over time of non-renewable resources – ores, fossil fuels – will
probably not be pertinent, or at the very least should be used with caution for ecological services.

The same can be said of "bio-economic" approaches, developed to address the management of renewable

biological resources. These approaches have mostly focused on the management of forests and halieutic

resources. Their main limit is to compare the natural environment to a group of populations whose numbers

need managing over the long-term. The specifically functional components of ecosystems are not broached

by these approaches – no more than the progressive components of environments – and such approaches are

subsequently not much use for performing the economic analysis of ecological services. Likewise, the category

of "perfect public goods" that can be attributed to some environmental services, such as solar energy, rarely

suffices for most of these ecological services (see "List and typology of hydrosystem services" below).
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Ecological services and ecosystem benefits

The terms "ecological services" and "ecosystem benefits" are sometimes used in a very similar way. In its

preface, the MA indicates that "Ecosystem services are the benefits people obtain from ecosystems". However,

we think it would be worth distinguishing between these two notions, particularly in view of James Boyd's work

(Boyd, 2007; Boyd and Banzhaf, 2007) on "green GDP", i.e. taking account of nature's contribution to well-being

in the GDP.

To be thorough in this regard, note that "green GDP" is sometimes used to mean a downward correction of GDP

by the negative impacts of human activity on the natural capital. This is along the same lines as such proposals

as the GPI (Genuine Progress Indicator). These two angles to taking the environment into account should be

combined rather than set against each other.

The developments below make no distinction

The developments below make no distinction between macro- and microeconomic nature concerns,
as this is done in Part 3.

� Definition of the concepts
In nature's contribution to human well-being, two types of elements can be identified to begin with:

� those that are – directly or indirectly – taken on board in market goods and services and are therefore already

counted in this regard in the "normal" GDP. An example of this is drinking water supplies (Figure 48) or

commercial fishing;

� those that contribute to well-being but are not subject to market trading, such as harvesting products,

recreational fishing or amateur gardening, contemplation of a landscape, walking in nearby woodland or the

satisfaction of knowing that whales still exist. On top of these non-monetised uses, a great many "values of

non-use" also fall within this category, according to the classification of components of total economic value put

forward by Pearce and Moran (1994). The French Strategic Analysis Centre [CAS] report (p. 172-175) gives

a detailed presentation of this. The "environmental amenities" we talked about earlier also come under this

category.

In addition to this distinction, there is also the one breaking down the end value of goods and services

to identify what corresponds to the "investment" of natural capital and what results from human

investment – in terms of work or capital. We will use the term "man-made capital" to refer to this human investment.

Drinking water supplies combine a contribution from
nature (the production of water at the sampling point,
which is the ecological service in the strict sense of the
term) and human investment (from pumping to the tap).

Figure 48
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The diverse approaches to economic value.

Figure 49
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Taking the example of recreational fishing again, the natural capital produces fish and, perhaps, nice scenery

for fishing – but the fisherman's investments in terms of tackle or travel should not, strictly speaking, be

counted as part of the ecological capital. The same applies for the forest: the ecological service, in the strict

sense, is the production of timber, deducted from any forestry costs – not the value of the felled and marketed

wood, and especially not wood-based products: to attribute the total value of a Stradivarius – or even the concerts

to which this violin can be associated – to the Val di Fiemme woodland that gave it life³ would obviously be

going too far! In the same way, for drinking water, the ecological service stops at the sampling point and should

not factor in all the investments enabling this water to be brought to our taps, nor be valued at the price of this

water (beyond the fact that, as we have seen, this is only part of an ecological service).

Both these distinctions take illustrative form in a two-tier table (Figure 49) with four increasingly restrictive

definitions of the economic value to be considered:

� the broadest (1) concerns the 'benefits obtained from ecosystems". This includes every single aspect, as

soon as the ecological capital is implied in the notion of value. By adopting this definition, it can be concluded

that the economic value of recreational fishing or hunting is much higher than the "dietary" value of the animals

caught. For example, the CAS report puts the recreational value of forest hunting at about 15 times the

commercial value of game (p. 314 and 327-328); a study by Salanié et al. (2004) believes that removing the dams

from the Sélune river would bring in €1,000 to 2,000 per additional salmon caught by amateur fishermen – or

more than 30 times the retail price of one salmon. In the same way, it can be concluded that whale-watching is

economically preferable to their exploitation, or that coral reefs have a potential tourist value in excess of 10,000

USD/ha x year (CAS report p. 307).

� the second (2) more strictly assesses the ecological capital investment only. This is the definition
we suggest adopting for the "ecological service value", by using the phrase "benefits obtained from

ecosystems" exclusively for assessing the total value of the resulting activity. We could also refer to "benefits
created by ecological services", in analogy with the notion of "jobs created" in other sectors by a primary

activity such as fishing or agricultural production. It is clear that this restrictive definition of ecological services

can seriously reduce the resulting economic estimation. As a result, the recreational value of ecosystems –

3- http://www.lexpress.fr/culture/musique/les-mysteres-des-stradivarius-reveles_849421.html
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often estimated purely by the value of human investment (transport, equipment and accommodation costs)

would be cut significantly – even cancelled out almost completely. We need to qualify this distinction, however,

as some of these human investments can be deemed a measure of the ecological service value;
distinguishing them from those that cannot be taken into account in this context can prove tricky. Accordingly,

for recreational hunting or fishing activities, some expenses (fishing permits, hunting actions, travel) may be

deemed a measure of the "well-being surplus" that the user obtains from taking this wildlife from the natural

environment (compared to simply purchasing the product) and used to estimate the ecological service – when

the equipment expenses are solely part of the human capital;

� to avoid double-counting, assessment of the "contribution to the green GDP" (3) will only bear on the

non-market goods and services stemming from the ecological capitals (consideration of the non-market goods

and services from the human capital – such as volunteer work for nature initiation for example – may be

included in a broader definition like the one we mention above of the Genuine Progress Indicator);

� lastly (4), the contribution of man-made capital alone (difference between the sum of the benefits obtained from

ecosystems and value of the ecological service in the strict sense of the term) may form the basis for any
payment of ecological services (we will not go into the merits and limits of this approach to payment of

ecological services here – as these have already been covered amply in other publications). As highlighted

in the CAS report, paying all of the benefits that society derives from this service to people alone would not be

justified the moment the production of this service relies primarily on the "contributions" of the abiotic and

biotic parts of the hydrosystem.

�Why make these distinctions?

With the distinctions we propose, a choice does not have to be made between these three
concepts; they only call for carefully considered use and an explanation of the options taken.
In this way, in the context of the local economy, it is perfectly acceptable to refer to the broad concept of

"benefits obtained from ecosystems" once the disappearance or degradation of products of this ecosystem

(e.g. a coral reef [Figure 50], stock of salmon or source of mineral water) leads to a disappearance of all

the associated economic resources (in the event that all the expenses benefited the local economy – which is

rarely the case).

Miyakojima coral beds (South Japan). The tourism linked to a given coral massif has major benefits for the local
economy. However, the loss of this massif will not necessarily have an impact on the GDP since tourism may pass
on to other neighbouring massifs.

Figure 50
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This is, for example, the option that EcoWhat-ACTéon (2009) took in its study on peat bogs in the Agout

basin (Tarn département): this study uses the turnover of the mineral water bottling business to estimate the

economic value of quality water production by the peat bogs, which is put at 6,000 EUR/ha x year for this

service. That said, it would be excessive to consider for this loss to have an effect at national level (and even

more so at international level) on GDP (normal or green) the moment users can turn to alternative resources,

for more or less the same price (at least while we stay within a marginal economy hypothesis – i.e. one of a tiny

impact in relation to the whole of the available resource).

Likewise, by stressing that "the assessment basis" for the ecological service payment can only concern human

investments in theory, the claims of stakeholders discovering the scale of the value of the benefits "they" bring

to society can be moderated. Moreover, it would need to be shown that these investments have actually had a

positive effect on provision of the service: this is because some investments can reduce the value of services –

such as agricultural or forestry practices geared solely towards maximum economic productivity.

Politically, these distinctions also seem important to avoid the implication that assessment of
ecological services evidently determines the choices to be made between different types of activity,
for example between professional fishing and amateur fishing. The fact that the economic benefits created by

the second distinction can be higher is admittedly something to be considered, but this does not change the fact

that the ecological service – in its strict sense as we have defined it – is more or less the same in both cases.

Another reason for making this distinction is that human investments aimed at increasing the benefits
created can reduce – in the more or less short-term – the value of ecological services, and even the value

of environmental services. This problem is well-known for installations encouraging attendance in ecologically

fragile environments, and it is therefore important – just as in the distinction between ecological and other

environmental services – to shed light, and get a discussion going above all, on these contradictions that

may arise.

On a final note, another limit to the broad notion of benefits obtained (or created) is the delimitation of the

economic space being considered and any resulting inaccuracies. If we look at the example of marine fisheries

(Figure 51), the estimated number of jobs created per fisherman ranges from 2 to 4 according to a recent report

by the French Economic and Social Council4, and some add an equivalent number of "indirect jobs". We could

go further by demonstrating how almost the entire economy is created by ecological services (especially if all

environmental services are factored in), which would highlight our real dependence on nature – but make such

analyses largely ineffectual. We will come back to this distinction between direct and specific benefits of an

ecological service, and the created and non-specific benefits, in Part 3.

Elver fishing boats in Saint-Nazaire. Marine fisheries create a lot of jobs on land, but it is not appropriate to
count these knock-on effects in economic estimations of the benefits obtained from marine ecosystems.

4- http://www.lecese.fr/travaux-publies/la-peche-acteur-de-la-vie-du-littoral-metropolitain-lheure-des-choix

Figure 51
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Ecological services, functions and processes

The merits of distinguishing between the services and functions or processes of ecology have been highlighted

in several analyses performed by either economists or ecologists.

�What the economists think
In some economists' view (see Wallace, 2007 in particular), the list of services drawn up by Costanza et al.

(1997) or by the MA mix "end services", from which people benefit directly, and "intermediate services", especially

those classified as "supporting services", as well as the majority of "regulating services" which therefore

contribute to the provision of end services. For example, pollination by insects, of which the importance has

been shown in several economic valuations, is not used directly but through agricultural productions that depend

on it or its contribution to supporting wild flora. This flora will, in turn, attract other, auxiliary, crop insects,

thereby reducing harvest loss or limiting plant protection treatment. To avoid double-counting, consideration

should only be made of end services, which correspond for the most part to "production services" and the

"cultural services" of the MA.

This point of view is also supported by Boyd's aforementioned analyses on green GDP, which consider that an

ecological service must be an "end product" of the ecosystem precisely defined in terms of quantity, quality and

production site (e.g. the supply of N m3 of water containing less than 10 mg/l of nitrates to a given city, and not

a "purification service"). Boyd also says that the "intermediate consumption" of ecosystems should not be

assessed, in the same way as the GDP does not count this, as these are included in the value of the end product.

This particularly implies that the same physical product may or may not be assessed according to whether it is

used as an end product by the consumer or an intermediate product by the ecosystem (Figure 52): a quality

source of water will thus be assessed in the part intended for human consumption, but not in the part that

determines the quality of a fish population. In this instance, the assessment would focus on recreational fishing,

which "incorporates" the quality of the water. This distinction for the same product may strike some as

surprising, but it is come across for a whole host of market products, like fuel or tyres, which are counted in the

GDP when they are bought and used by an end consumer, but not when they are used by farmers or

professional carriers.

These analyses would therefore lead to a significant number of "services" identified by the first
studies being recategorised as functions or "processes".Other economists question the merits of introducing

this notion of function however; we give a more detailed presentation of this semantic controversy in Annex 3.

Amateur fishing near Azay le Rideau. Water quality is an "end service" if drinking water
supply is being considered, but an "intermediate service" for recreational fishing.

Figure 52
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For now, we will merely draw the following conclusions:

� it certainly seems preferable to stick to the notion of services in the broad sense, whether "end" or
"intermediate", to draw up a general list of the various contributions to human well-being in line with the MA list;

� that said, it seems best not to include what the MA calls "self-supporting services" in this list, and

that the diagram also place other services upstream which fall clearly under the category of what we have

called ecological processes and structures (incidentally, this is the option taken by MA France at the request of

the French Ministry for Sustainable Development5);

� it seems worthwhile to advocate economic valuations of these different services, whether they are

included in the normal or green GDP and are provisioning, regulating or cultural services. In this respect, Boyd's

proposal to try to characterise a service by products that have been precisely defined in terms of quantity,

quality and geography (before any monetary valuation) – and not just by a formula (such as "flooding protection”)

– seems pertinent. The exercise may at times appear trivial – pernickety even – but, when it proves

difficult, it would be worth thinking about the opportunity of moving on to the monetary valuation of a "vague

object", defined in no more than a literary way – especially if the use of contingent valuation methods is being

considered, as these can satisfy such formulations;

� in a very specific situation however, it would instead be better to distinguish what the end services
and intermediate services are – since the "status" of a service can change from one context to the next, as

we have seen – particularly if we want to combine these services to get a total value and avoid double-counting

in the process (like in the example on pollination).

�What the ecology specialists think
While economists may not seem convinced of the point of introducing the notion of function, some seeing it as

equivalent to the notion of processes and others to the notion of services, ecology specialists are much more

persuaded. Indeed, they point out what we have already discussed, that the notion of services is not an
ecological concept, but an "interface concept" which measures a contingent interaction – as it is
specific to a given period of time and place – between a society and an ecosystem. An example of this

contingency is the study by Laurans et al. (1996) on the Bassée aquifer (Seine valley, Figure 53). This study

reckons that protecting this zone would save around 14 million euros in water purification, amounting to a

potential service of 14,000 EUR/ha x year for about 10,000 hectares, if this aquifer was fully (but sustainably)

exploited. But in 1996 it wasn't, and so the service was nil.

Former loop of the Seine. National nature reserve of La Bassée.

Figure 53

5- http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/IMG/DGALN_Synthese_Rapport_Final_MEA20100204.pdf
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This notion of services therefore appears to be anthropocentric and, moreover, the MA clearly relates it to the

issue of human well-being. We can attempt to avoid this anthropocentrism – conceptually at least – by viewing

all living organisms as "users" of an ecosystem, and therefore as beneficiaries of diverse services. But this

metaphor will hardly lead to economic analysis even if it prompts us to think about our situation of users amongst

others. What's more, the notion of services does not prejudge the fact that the resource concerned is exploited

little, significantly but sustainably or too much which, on the one hand, hampers its support more or less

long-term and, on the other hand, can have more immediate consequences on other services of the ecosystem

(e.g. the degradation of submarine depths due to overfishing can reduce the merits of subaquatic tourism).

The maximisation of ecological services – especially in the short-term – should not constitute a good
management criterion for ecosystems.

Hence the idea of examining the "good functioning" of ecosystems with other concepts, even if we decide to

define good functioning as the ability to sustainably provide ecological services.

Strictly speaking, an ecological function is generally defined as a process which transforms or transfers matter

and/or energy within the ecosystem. This concept also includes the generation, transformation and transfer of

information (behavioural or progressive processes in the Darwinian sense) – although to a less conventional

extent. An ecosystem's overall function is to maintain its own cohesion by transforming incident and resident

matter and energy into structures.

There are several families of functions within diverse aquatic ecosystems and wetlands:

� production functions. These mainly concern the production of organic matter (OM) from incident energy

(photosynthesis or chemosynthesis) and constituents entering into or resulting from the degradation of the OM

produced. These functions also integrate the provision of inert and non-renewable resources in situ, such as

water and mineral substances;

� regulating functions. These correspond to retroaction processes triggered by external (environmental stress

and disturbances) or internal (accumulation of MO or toxins for example) stress. Some of these functions help

to stabilise the variability of processes, and others the flow of resources (ecological resilience/resistance),

elimination or transformation of toxins;

� organisational (or structuring) functions. Of the processes generated by the adjustment of organisms

to their environment, these contribute to defining the system's self-organisation rules. This involves both the

physical organisation of systems (landscape structuring) and biological organisation (biodiversity).

A few observations should be made on this categorisation. First, these families of functions cannot be viewed

independently one from the other: there is evidently regulation of production functions and reciprocal controls

between structuring and functioning. Secondly, some ecological functions can (in theory or in absolute terms)

impede the satisfaction of our societies' needs (limiting of resources, increasing the environmental risk) and are

thus often likened to nuisances: for example the positive role of floods in maintaining high plant biodiversity

in the high flow channel. Lastly, although these major families are easy to identify, some of their processes and

processors are more difficult to pinpoint.

To hone this analysis, the French National Museum for Natural History (MNHN, 2010) has listed 13 functions

(Morandeau and Meignien, 2010) for which it proposes an initial series of follow-up indicators (Table 8). This

indicators are "meant to be used ultimately for the economic valuation of services provided by ecosystems" with

the idea of "looking into the possibility and opportunity of defining threshold values, i.e. values beyond which

ecosystems are no longer able to provide all of the services". We will note that some functions – such as solid

transport – are more environmental than ecological according to our terminology – in the sense that they mainly

result from abiotic processes.



Functions

ÉGas exchange

Self-purification of water

Trapping of particles

Solid transport

Resistance of vegetation
to disturbances

Water retention in soil
and sediments

Water flow

Albedo/reflection effect

Supplying soil and sediments
with organic matter

Decomposition of soil organic
matter, nutrient recycling

Soil structure formation
and sedimentation processes

Biotic interactions:
predation-parasitism-competition

Habitat/biotope

Indicators proposed

Vegetation density/biomass;
primary production; abundance

of phytoplankton.

Diversity and abundance of invertebrate
micro-organisms; soil structure;

plant diversity and density

Vegetation density; sedimentation rate,
diversity and abundance of aquatic invertebrates.

Structural soil stability;
kinetic energy of rivers.

Diversity of root systems; organic soil horizons;
quantity of dead wood;

humidity level.

Soil structure; plant/foliage density.

Flows; soil stability; plant cover.

Plant cover.

Plant biomass; vegetation density.

Diversity and abundance of soil microorganisms and
fauna; humus types; organic matter quality.

Plant diversity and density; sedimentation rates.

Diversity and abundance of nematodes,
arthropods and predators; idem of birds,

amphibians and reptiles.

Favourable habitat surface; abundance and diversity
of functional groups; connectivity

and fragmentation.

Definition of the main ecological functions and their indicators (source: MNHN, 2010)Table 8
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Description of biological processes

This occurs at the interface of several
environments, mainly between the atmosphere and

plants (e.g. photosynthesis: CO2 absorption
and O2 release by plants).

A series of biological and chemical processes
enabling the elimination of substances

from the water.

Plants (foliage) are a natural filter that traps
water or air particles or aids their deposit

by reducing wind and current speed.

In rivers and streams, the solid transport
of sediments occurs when the current speed

is greater than the sedimentation speed.
In non-aquatic environments, solid matter

is transported by run-off or wind.

The soil-roots complex and structure of plant
communities play a role in the way they respond

to wind force. The composition
and structure of plant communities determine

how resistant they are to fire. Vegetation
forms a natural barrier that limits

avalanche progression.

The characteristics of soils and sediments
determine the infiltration of water from rainfall

and groundwater recharge. The capacity
to retain water helps to limit the risks

of flooding and soil erosion.

The presence of water on the surface or
in the soil impacts the local climate

by affecting humidity and temperature.

Albedo is the ratio of reflected solar energy from
the surface to incident solar energy upon it.
It is linked to the ability of surfaces to absorb
or reflect light (influence on the local climate).

The supply of soils with organic matter depends
on the restitution of biomass to the soil

and its type.

Soil microfauna (bacteria, fungi) and
macrofauna break down organic matter

by aerobic metabolic degradation.

Soil formation and sedimentation processes
depend on the physical and chemical characteristics

of soils, microorganisms and soil fauna.

All trophic relations play a regulating role
between different species. These processes

contribute to biological control by limiting parasites
and proliferation of species. Other interactions

are worth highlighting, such as pollination.

Each of the functions identified above can only
be fulfilled in the presence of certain biotic

and abiotic conditions. For example, some species
need a specific habitat for their reproduction.

If this habitat is damaged, the species
cannot reproduce and will not survive.
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Such an ambition is commendable but raises several operational questions:

� it implies an enormous amount of work, since the indicators and their threshold values need defining for

each function and – above all – for each ecosystem. The necessary minimum density of aquatic plants for the

particle-trapping function, for example, will undoubtedly be specific to each river – even to each section. The same

goes for the definition of quantitative relations between functions and services, which are rarely in proportion and

whose parameters will have to be estimated in each situation;

� as the report indicates, the functions-services links are not bijective, (Figure 54, overleaf), since a given

function can contribute to several services and vice-versa. Some functions are also interdependent – like solid

transport, particle trapping and sedimentation. Constructing – not to mention analysing – such a diagram for a

given ecosystem would be a tremendous undertaking. The idea of associating each service with a small

number of specific determining functions that would alter its importance must therefore be forgotten;

� while it raises an expertise problem for economists, as we have seen, the fact of extracting from the
(theoretically almost never-ending) list of ecological structures and processes a finished sub-series
of those useful to humans also casts doubt over the legitimacy of this selection, particularly from a
long-term perspective. Some processes do not determine services today, but may perhaps develop the

services of tomorrow – hence the merits of monitoring and protecting them.

However, the criticism directed at the service-based approach – namely that it should not form a
reliable measure of the current – and above all future – good functioning of ecosystems still fully
applies here. This is why, from an operational point of view, it would be preferable to seek out a small number

of synthetic indicators of "ecosystem health", possibly based on the diverse indicators we have just described,

which would paint a global picture of the ecological status of environments for decision-makers that is easy to

understand.

This diagnostic tool would add to the more or less exhaustive studies of services and it could even be
recommended that any study of services also furnish this estimation of the "health" of the ecosystems
studied. The "good ecological status" indicator of water bodies has been a constructive, albeit perfectible,

initiative in this field. For a discussion on how it could evolve, refer to the document written by the

Onema-chaired scientific board that can be viewed on Onema's website.
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Gas exchange
atmosphere vegetation

Self-purification of water

Particle trapping

Solid transport

Resistance of vegetation
to disturbances

Water retention in soil
and sediments

Water flows

Albedo/reflection

Supplying soil and
sediments with organic matter

Decomposition of organic
matter in soils,

nutrient recycling

Soil structure formation
and sedimentation

Pollen transfers

Biotic interactions:
predation-parasitism-competition

Habitat/biotope

Relations between functions and services (source: MNHN, 2010).

Figure 54
Purification and maintenance of air quality

Purification and maintenance
of water quality

Global climate regulation

Local climate regulation

Regulation of storm risks

Regulation of fire risks

Regulation of soil erosion

Control of the coastline
and river networks

Regulation of hydrological cycles

Regulation of flooding risks

Regulation of avalanche risks

Maintenance of sediment and soil quality

Recycling of organic waste

Regulation of landslide risks

Pollination

Disease regulation

Biological control,
regulation of parasites

Conservation of specific
and genetic diversity



Provisioning services

� Food resources (fish, shellfish, waterfowl, f
ruit and seeds, pelts and hides)

� Diverse materials and fibres
(wood, peat, fodder, reeds)

� Biochemical and genetic resources
(medicinal products, biocides)

� Water supply*
(for households, agriculture, aquaculture, industry)

� Aggregate and other mineral resources**

Sociocultural services

� Spiritual, aesthetic and religious services
(myths, cults, artistic creation, hedonic value, existence value

of species or habitats)

� Recreational and well-being services
(relaxation, aquatic leisure activities**, tourism,

recreational fishing and hunting)

� Education (water classes, sea classes)

Regulating services

� Climate regulation
(greenhouse gas capture/production, rainfall)

� Water regulation
(storage and release, groundwater supplying)

� Water purification and treatment

� Regulation of erosion and sedimentation,
storage of sediments

� Regulation of natural risks (flooding, storms)

� Biological regulation: maintenance of bio-auxiliaries
and regulation of pests

Miscellaneous

� Evacuation of waste, dilution of pollution**

� Hydroelectricity, underwater turbine**

� Transport service (flumes, sailing)**

List and typology of hydrosystem services

We will conclude this section with a more in-depth examination of the various services that can be characterised

and the different ways in which they can be classified.

� List of services
Based on the general framework of the MA, several authors have drawn up more or less detailed lists of

hydrosystem services. In Annex 4 you will find Brander's list (2006), which is itself a compilation; Morardet's

(2009) which is based on Finlayson's (2005), the MEA France list (2009) and the EcoWhat-ACTéon one (2009a).

Similar lists can also be found drawn up by Aoubid and Gaubert (2010).

We have produced a summary of all these (Table 9), by deleting self-supporting services and indicating those

services which seem to be more like environmental services as they do not involve the biological part of the

ecosystem.

�Merits and limits of the MA classification
In this summary table, we have kept the MA classification, with a "miscellaneous" category for some specific

services, but we would now like to go back over the merits and limits of this classification – which has been the

subject of recent and fairly animated debates between economists (Wallace, 2007 and 2008; Costanza, 2008;

Fisher and Turner, 2008; Fisher et al., 2009).

We have already touched on some of the criticisms directed at this classification, namely that its different

categories could not be placed on the same footing – regulating services often being the source of provisioning

List of the different hydrosystem services (sources: see text above)Table 9

* should be viewed more as an environmental service – since the ecological service bears more upon qualitative and quantitative regulating functions
** more an environmental service
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Division of services depending on type of goodTable 10

Rivals

Non rivals

Excludable

Private goods

Most provisioning services

e.g.: peat

Club goods

SRecreational services

e.g.: bathing

Non excluable

Common pool resources

Some provisioning services

e.g.: marine fishing

Public goods

Regulating services

Aesthetic services

e.g.: the climate

services and, what's more, partly redundant between them (e.g. between hydrological regulation and flooding

regulation). We have taken this into account by stressing the need to distinguish between end and intermediate

services.

We could add the fact that a given service should not be put strictly into a particular category: depending on

society, freshwater fishing must be viewed either as a provisioning or a recreational service.

We can therefore conclude this MA classification to serve a mainly "educational" purpose (Figure 55),
since it helps to raise awareness of the diversity of these services and, in particular, of other services

than provisioning ones – sometimes the only ones to be perceived and recognised. In this regard, the goal has

certainly been achieved!

� Classification according to the public or private nature of goods
Continuing this analysis of the merits of several service classification systems depending on the context and

stakeholders involved, Costanza (2008) and Fisher et al. (2009) have drawn up other possible tables. Refer to

these authors' work for a more in-depth discussion of this question.

The first table makes an economic distinction between public goods and private goods on the basis of two

traditional criteria – that of rivalry (their use by some restricts their use by others) and of exclusion (it is possible

in practice to prevent use by some). Table 10 divides the services up depending on four types of goods.

The “common pool resources” category is a composite one. As specified in the CAS report, “Many natural

resources are “jointly owned resources”, corresponding to the notion of a “common pool resource”. This situation

has brought about a full-on confrontation between revelations of ineffectiveness and crises – often qualified as

While there is a clear educational point to the classification of ecological services
put forward by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, it should be used with care,
especially if we want to accumulate the value of these services.

Figure 55
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“tragedies of the commons” (Hardin, 1968) – and studies that conversely highlight their flexibility or adaptability

in the face of change (Ostrom et al., 1994). Without stereotyping positions, this conflict partly reflects the

difference in perception between analyses which consider freely accessible resources (Cornes & Sandler, 1983)

and studies on assets which, although not obviously owned by natural or artificial persons, are nevertheless

controlled by groups that have defined collective management regulations – such as pastures of common pool

resources or private plots on common land in mountain regions in France, and multiple situations in which

resources are under community control across all continents”.

What is the point of this typology? It becomes clear when we note that the attribution of a service to one
of these categories is not an intrinsic property of the service, but can, in fact, depend on public
policies which are liable to change its status.

Accordingly, fish stocks (Figure 56) are evidently rival goods today, but the fact that marine or river fisheries are

freely accessible or attributed to individuals or communities will replace their common pool resource status with

a private good status. The same applies for non-rival goods like genetic resources, for which such decisions as

the possibility of patenting the living organism will see a change from public good status to club good status.

Other transitions can result from modifications in use of the resource, which can also be subject to public

policies at different levels. We can once again cite the case of marine fisheries (and countless provisioning

services), which could be deemed non-rival goods as long as our exploitation of them remains marginal in

relation to ocean productivity, but steadily become rival goods when this exploitation picks up. We can say the

same about river water, our removal of which has only really become a rival good with the large-scale development

of irrigation and modern pumping methods. From these examples, we can see that the "status" of a
resource in relation to these categories is not linked to the intrinsic, objective properties of this
resource: the same resource may be placed, by technical changes or political decisions, into any one
of the four categories (correlatively speaking, any declaration that a resource belongs to one of these

categories must be understood to be "political" rather than "objective").

In terms of equal access to resources and well-being, these transitions – undergone or decided – therefore

have major repercussions that must be assessed, given that the status of common pool resource (or, the reverse,

of private good) is not necessarily an absolute optimum from a social or ecological standpoint: reserving access

to fish stocks for specific communities can contribute to a more sustainable management of the resource, while

allowing the patentability of a living organism is not necessarily the right way to foster innovation.
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Young eels. Depending on their exploitation levels and the regulations in place, fish stocks
can be considered to be private goods, common pool resources, club or public goods.

Figure 56
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Typology of services depending on
production and usage sites
(Fisher et al., 2009).

Figure 57

� services (type 1) that are produced and used in the same place (for example soil fertility);

� "omnidirectional" services (type 2) which benefit a much broader section of society, with a proximity gradient

(such as the production of insect pollinators) or not (carbon fixation);

� "directional" services which are exported to a distant site (type 3, such as hydroelectricity generation or flow

regulation upstream of drainage basins) or to a local site (such as coastal protection by mangroves, type 4).

The main advantage of this approach is that it specifically raises the question of ecological solidarity
– which we mentioned earlier – i.e. it identifies the benefit transfers between sites. This identification

can particularly lead to compensatory measures being set up (or recommended) that take account of these

transfers. This question appears especially pertinent for hydrosystems, for which the exported directional

services are often important: we only need look at Table 9 for evidence in this regard.

In a similar way, this approach also clearly raises the question of accumulating the values of different
services. This is because the approach that involves simply adding these values together by giving them equal

weighting is often taken for granted, and it is therefore assumed that the area in which these services are used

matters little. Revealing this area of use opens up a debate of the diverse political options possible – which may,

for example, foster "local" services (type 1), or, alternatively, give priority to exporting services through either

ecological solidarity (types 3 and 4) or payment of ecological services by the beneficiaries.
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Using this table to categorise different services in a given ecological and social context does,
therefore, have its merits for putting together policies seeking a fair division of the benefits obtained
from these services.

� Consideration of the geographical dimension
Une seconde grille qu’il nous semble important de considérer prend en compte la dimension géographique,

à savoir les lieux où les services sont respectivement produits et utilisés. Fisher et al. (op. cit.) distinguent en

particulier (Figure 57):

P: producers

B: bénéficiaries
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Summary

Figure 58 summarises the analyses of this section on the notion of hydrosystem and on the relations between

ecosystems, processes, services, functions and benefits.

This particularly highlights:

� the idea of considering the hydrosystem to be a unit which includes human activities;

� the necessary distinctions between ecological and environmental services on the one hand, and
between services and benefits on the other;

� the need to complete an economic valuation of services with a functional analysis (without necessarily

using the specific term of "functions") to judge the ability of ecosystems to sustainable produce services and

the worth of making use of synthetic indicators of "ecosystem health".

Now these various concepts have been described, we will move on to the question of their economic valuation.

Summary diagram of the links between ecosystem, functions, services and benefits.

Figure 58


